*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Southeast Fairbanks County, Alaska

Valdez-Cordova County, Alaska

Wrangell County, Alaska

Yakutat County, Alaska

Yukon-Koyukuk County, Alaska

American Samoa
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Pinal County, Arizona

Santa Cruz County, Arizona

Yavapai County, Arizona

Yuma County, Arizona

Arkansas

Arkansas County, Arkansas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Ashley County, Arkansas

Baxter County, Arkansas

Benton County, Arkansas

Boone County, Arkansas

Bradley County, Arkansas

Calhoun County, Arkansas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Madison County, Arkansas

Marion County, Arkansas

Miller County, Arkansas

Mississippi County, Arkansas

Monroe County, Arkansas

Montgomery County, Arkansas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Nevada County, Arkansas

Newton County, Arkansas

Ouachita County, Arkansas

Perry County, Arkansas

Phillips County, Arkansas

Pike County, Arkansas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Poinsett County, Arkansas

Polk County, Arkansas

Pope County, Arkansas

Prairie County, Arkansas

Pulaski County, Arkansas

Randolph County, Arkansas
St. Francis County, Arkansas

Stone County, Arkansas

Union County, Arkansas

Van Buren County, Arkansas

Washington County, Arkansas

White County, Arkansas
Mariposa County, California

Mendocino County, California

Merced County, California

Modoc County, California

Mono County, California

Monterey County, California

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Yuba County, California

Colorado*

Adams County, Colorado

Alamosa County, Colorado

Arapahoe County, Colorado

Archuleta County, Colorado

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Connecticut*
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*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*

Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021−05−31

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
**Volusia County, Florida**

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

**Wakulla County, Florida**

**Walton County, Florida**

**Washington County, Florida**

**Georgia**

**Appling County, Georgia**

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*
Habersham County, Georgia

Hall County, Georgia

Hancock County, Georgia

Haralson County, Georgia

Harris County, Georgia

Hart County, Georgia
Heard County, Georgia

Henry County, Georgia

Houston County, Georgia

Irwin County, Georgia

Jackson County, Georgia

Jasper County, Georgia

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Pulaski County, Georgia


New Cases Reported

Columbia
UGA–CEID
JHU–APL
UGA–CEID
JHU–UNC–Google

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Putnam County, Georgia


New Cases Reported

FRBSF–Wilson
Columbia
UGA–CEID
JHU–APL
UVA
LANL
PandemicCentral
JHU–UNC–Google

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Quitman County, Georgia


New Cases Reported

Columbia
UVA
LNQ
JHU–APL
LANL
UGA–CEID
JHU–UNC–Google

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Rabun County, Georgia


New Cases Reported

FRBSF–Wilson
Columbia
UGA–CEID
JHU–APL
Facebook
PandemicCentral

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Randolph County, Georgia


New Cases Reported

LNQ
LANL
UVA
UGA–CEID
JHU–UNC–Google
Columbia
JHU–APL
Facebook
PandemicCentral

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Richmond County, Georgia


New Cases Reported

UGA–CEID
FRBSF–Wilson
LANL
Columbia
UGA–CEID
JHU–UNC–Google
Facebook
PandemicCentral

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Treutlen County, Georgia

Troup County, Georgia

Turner County, Georgia

Twiggs County, Georgia

Union County, Georgia

Upson County, Georgia

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Wilkinson County, Georgia

Worth County, Georgia

Guam

Hawaii

Hawaii County, Hawaii

Honolulu County, Hawaii

Kalawao County, Hawaii

- Reported: Columbia, PandemicCentral
- Individual models: UGA-CEID
- Ensemble: JHU-APL, UN

Kauai County, Hawaii

- Reported: Columbia, PandemicCentral
- Individual models: UGA-CEID
- Ensemble: UGA-CEID

Maui County, Hawaii

- Reported: Columbia, PandemicCentral
- Individual models: UGA-CEID
- Ensemble: UGA-CEID

Idaho*

- Reported: FRBSF-Wilson, Columbia
- Individual models: PandemicCentral, UGA-CEID, JHU-UNC-Googel, Facebook
- Ensemble: UGA-CEID

Ada County, Idaho

- Reported: Facebook, Columbia
- Individual models: FRBSF-Wilson, Columbia
- Ensemble: UGA-CEID, JHU-APL

Adams County, Idaho

- Reported: Facebook, Columbia
- Individual models: FRBSF-Wilson, Columbia
- Ensemble: UGA-CEID, JHU-APL

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021−05−31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Bannock County, Idaho

Bear Lake County, Idaho

Benewah County, Idaho

Bingham County, Idaho

Blaine County, Idaho

Boise County, Idaho
Bonner County, Idaho
Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15
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New Cases Reported
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
UVA
Facebook
PandemicCentral
UGA−CEID
LNQ
FRBSF−Wilson
Columbia
JHU−APL
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Bonneville County, Idaho
Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15
0 50 100 150 200
New cases per 100,000
Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Boundary County, Idaho
Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15
0 5 10 15 20
New Cases Reported
UVA
LANL
LNQ
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
Columbia
Facebook
JHU−UNC−Google
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Butte County, Idaho
Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15
0 2 4 6 8 10
New Cases Reported
LANL
JHU−APL
UVA
LNQ
PandemicCentral
Columbia
UGA−CEID
JHU−UNC−Google
Facebook
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Camas County, Idaho
Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
New Cases Reported
UVA
LANL
LNQ
JHU−APL
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
PandemicCentral
Facebook
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Canyon County, Idaho
Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15
0 100 200 300 400
New Cases Reported
LNQ
LANL
UVA
JHU−APL
Facebook
PandemicCentral
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
UGA−CEID
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Caribou County, Idaho

- Reported
- UVA
- LANL
- JHU-UNC-Google

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Cassia County, Idaho

- Reported
- LANL
- JHU-APL

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Clark County, Idaho

- Reported
- JHU-APL

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Clearwater County, Idaho

- Reported
- JHU-UNC-Google

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Custer County, Idaho

- Reported
- LANL

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Elmore County, Idaho

- Reported
- UVA

- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Jerome County, Idaho

Kootenai County, Idaho

Latah County, Idaho

Lemhi County, Idaho

Lewis County, Idaho

Lincoln County, Idaho

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Illinois*

New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Mercer County, Illinois

Monroe County, Illinois

Montgomery County, Illinois

Morgan County, Illinois

Moultrie County, Illinois

Ogle County, Illinois
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Monroe County, Indiana

Montgomery County, Indiana

Morgan County, Indiana

Newton County, Indiana

Noble County, Indiana

Ohio County, Indiana

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Posey County, Indiana

Pulaski County, Indiana

Putnam County, Indiana

Randolph County, Indiana

Ripley County, Indiana

Rush County, Indiana
Wayne County, Indiana

Wells County, Indiana

White County, Indiana

Whitley County, Indiana

Iowa*

Adair County, Iowa

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Lee County, Iowa

Linn County, Iowa

Louisa County, Iowa

Lucas County, Iowa

Lyon County, Iowa

Madison County, Iowa

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Tama County, Iowa

[Graph showing New Cases Reported over time]

Taylor County, Iowa

[Graph showing New Cases Reported over time]

Union County, Iowa

[Graph showing New Cases Reported over time]

Van Buren County, Iowa

[Graph showing New Cases Reported over time]

Wapello County, Iowa

[Graph showing New Cases Reported over time]

Warren County, Iowa

[Graph showing New Cases Reported over time]
Worth County, Iowa

Reported:
- JHU-UNC-Google
- PandemicCentral

Predicted:
- JHU-APL
- Columbia
- UGA-CEID

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Wright County, Iowa

Reported:
- JHU-UNC-Google
- PandemicCentral

Predicted:
- JHU-APL
- Columbia
- UGA-CEID

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Kansas*

Reported:
- MOBS
- UGA-CEID
- BPagan
- USC
- MIT-ORC
- UM
- UVA
- JHU-UNC-Google
- Covid19Sim
- ESG
- IEM
- Masaryk University
- LNQ
- Karlen
- MIT-Cassandra
- JHU-IDD
- Microsoft
- UCLA
- MIT-ISOLATE
- JHU-CSSE
- JHU-APL

Predicted:
- Columbia
- UGA-CEID
- JHU-APL

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Harvey County, Kansas

Haskell County, Kansas

Hodgeman County, Kansas

Jackson County, Kansas

Jefferson County, Kansas

Jewell County, Kansas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Christian County, Kentucky

Clark County, Kentucky

Clay County, Kentucky

Clinton County, Kentucky

Crittenden County, Kentucky

Cumberland County, Kentucky

Spencer County, Kentucky

Taylor County, Kentucky

Todd County, Kentucky

Trigg County, Kentucky

Trimble County, Kentucky

Union County, Kentucky
Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Caldwell County, Louisiana

Cameron County, Louisiana

Catahoula County, Louisiana

Claiborne County, Louisiana

Concordia County, Louisiana

De Soto County, Louisiana
East Baton Rouge County, Louisiana

East Carroll County, Louisiana

East Feliciana County, Louisiana

Evangeline County, Louisiana

Franklin County, Louisiana

Grant County, Louisiana

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Washington County, Louisiana

Webster County, Louisiana

West Baton Rouge County, Louisiana

West Carroll County, Louisiana

West Feliciana County, Louisiana

Winn County, Louisiana
Androscoggin County, Maine

Aroostook County, Maine

Cumberland County, Maine

Franklin County, Maine

Hancock County, Maine

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Delta County, Michigan

Dickinson County, Michigan

Eaton County, Michigan

Emmet County, Michigan

Genesee County, Michigan

Gladwin County, Michigan

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Gogebic County, Michigan

New Cases Reported

Facebook
JHU−APL
LNQ
LANL
Columbia
UVA
JHU−UNC−Google
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Grand Traverse County, Michigan

New Cases Reported

Facebook
JHU−APL
LNQ
LANL
Columbia
UVA
JHU−UNC−Google
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Gratiot County, Michigan

New Cases Reported

Facebook
JHU−APL
FRBSF−Wilson
LNQ
LANL
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Hillsdale County, Michigan

New Cases Reported

FRBSF−Wilson
PandemicCentral
LANL
JHU−APL
JHU−UNC−Google
UGA−CEID
Facebook
Columbia

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Houghton County, Michigan

New Cases Reported

FRBSF−Wilson
PandemicCentral
LANL
Facebook
UGA−CEID
JHU−APL
Columbia

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Huron County, Michigan

New Cases Reported

FRBSF−Wilson
PandemicCentral
LANL
Facebook
UGA−CEID
JHU−APL
Columbia

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Oakland County, Michigan

Oceana County, Michigan

Ogemaw County, Michigan

Ontonagon County, Michigan

Osceola County, Michigan

Oscoda County, Michigan

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Washtenaw County, Michigan

Wayne County, Michigan

Wexford County, Michigan

Minnesota*

Aitkin County, Minnesota

Anoka County, Minnesota

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Carlton County, Minnesota

Carver County, Minnesota

Cass County, Minnesota

Chippewa County, Minnesota

Chisago County, Minnesota

Clay County, Minnesota
Lake of the Woods County, Minnesota

Le Sueur County, Minnesota

Lincoln County, Minnesota

Lyon County, Minnesota

Mahnomen County, Minnesota

Marshall County, Minnesota

Waseca County, Minnesota

Washington County, Minnesota

Watonwan County, Minnesota

Wilkin County, Minnesota

Winona County, Minnesota

Wright County, Minnesota

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
DeSoto County, Mississippi

[Graph showing new cases reported with individual models and ensemble predictions]

Forrest County, Mississippi

[Graph showing new cases reported with individual models and ensemble predictions]

Franklin County, Mississippi

[Graph showing new cases reported with individual models and ensemble predictions]

George County, Mississippi

[Graph showing new cases reported with individual models and ensemble predictions]

Greene County, Mississippi

[Graph showing new cases reported with individual models and ensemble predictions]

Grenada County, Mississippi

[Graph showing new cases reported with individual models and ensemble predictions]
Marshall County, Mississippi

Monroe County, Mississippi

Montgomery County, Mississippi

Neshoba County, Mississippi

Newton County, Mississippi

Noxubee County, Mississippi
Carter County, Missouri
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Facebook
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Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Cass County, Missouri
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Facebook
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UVA
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Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Cedar County, Missouri
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Facebook
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Chariton County, Missouri
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UVA
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Columbia
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Facebook
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Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Clark County, Missouri
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UVA

PandemicCentral

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Dallas County, Missouri

Reported
- Facebook
- JHU-APL
- UVA
- Columbia
- JHU-UNC-Google
- LANL
- UGA-CEID
- PandemicCentral

New Cases Reported

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Daviess County, Missouri

Reported
- UVA
- Facebook
- Columbia
- JHU-APL
- JHU-UNC-Google
- LNQ
- LANL
- UGA-CEID
- PandemicCentral

New Cases Reported

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


DeKalb County, Missouri

Reported
- UVA
- Facebook
- LNQ
- JHU-APL
- UGA-CEID
- PandemicCentral

New Cases Reported

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Dent County, Missouri

Reported
- Facebook
- Columbia
- LANL
- FRBSF-Wilson
- JHU-UNC-Google
- UVA
- JHU-APL
- UGA-CEID

New Cases Reported

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Douglas County, Missouri

Reported
- Facebook
- Columbia
- PandemicCentral
- LANL

New Cases Reported

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Dunklin County, Missouri

Reported
- UVA
- LANL
- JHU-UNC-Google
- Columbia

New Cases Reported

Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Franklin County, Missouri

Gasconade County, Missouri

Gentry County, Missouri

Greene County, Missouri

Grundy County, Missouri

Harrison County, Missouri

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Madison County, Montana

Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

McConell County, Montana

Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Meagher County, Montana

Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Mineral County, Montana

Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Missoula County, Montana

Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Musselshell County, Montana

Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

New Cases
Reported
Facebook
LANL
Columbia
JHU−APL
UGA−CEID
PandemicCentral
JHU−UNC−Google

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Sheridan County, Montana

Silver Bow County, Montana

Stillwater County, Montana

Sweet Grass County, Montana

Teton County, Montana

Toole County, Montana

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021−05−31

Franklin County, Nebraska

Frontier County, Nebraska

Furnas County, Nebraska

Gage County, Nebraska

Garden County, Nebraska

Garfield County, Nebraska

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Hayes County, Nebraska

Hitchcock County, Nebraska

Holt County, Nebraska

Hooker County, Nebraska

Howard County, Nebraska

Jefferson County, Nebraska

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Red Willow County, Nebraska

Richardson County, Nebraska

Rock County, Nebraska

Saline County, Nebraska

Sarpy County, Nebraska

Saunders County, Nebraska

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Webster County, Nebraska

Wheeler County, Nebraska

York County, Nebraska

Nevada*

Carson City County, Nevada

Churchill County, Nevada

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Clark County, Nevada  
Douglas County, Nevada  
Elko County, Nevada  
Esmeralda County, Nevada  
Eureka County, Nevada  
Humboldt County, Nevada
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
New Mexico*

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Greene County, New York

Hamilton County, New York

Herkimer County, New York

Jefferson County, New York

Kings County, New York

Lewis County, New York
Livingston County, New York

Madison County, New York

Monroe County, New York

Montgomery County, New York

Nassau County, New York

New York City County, New York

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Oswego County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported UGA−CEID UMD JHU−APL

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Otsego County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported UGA−CEID UMD

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Putnam County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported FRBSF−Wilson

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Queens County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported JHU−APL FRBSF−Wilson

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Rensselaer County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported Columbia PandemicCentral

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Richmond County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported Facebook UVA

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
St. Lawrence County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported

Facebook

LNQ

UGA−CEID

JHU−UNC−Google

Columbia

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Steuben County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported

Facebook

UVA

LNQ

UGA−CEID

LANL

JHU−APL

FRBSF−Wilson

PandemicCentral

JHU−UNC−Google

Columbia

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Suffolk County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported

Facebook

LNQ

UVA

JHU−APL

Columbia

CMU

FRBSF−Wilson

PandemicCentral

JHU−UNC−Google

LANL

UGA−CEID

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Sullivan County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported

Facebook

UVA

FRBSF−Wilson

PandemicCentral

JHU−APL

LNQ

JHU−UNC−Google

UGA−CEID

Columbia

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Tioga County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported

Facebook

UVA

LNQ

UGA−CEID

FRBSF−Wilson

PandemicCentral

JHU−APL

JHU−UNC−Google

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Tompkins County, New York

Apr−01 Apr−15 May−01 May−15 Jun−01 Jun−15

New Cases

Reported

Facebook

LANL

UGA−CEID

UVA

PandemicCentral

FRBSF−Wilson

JHU−APL

JHU−UNC−Google

Columbia

Ensemble

Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals

Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*
Guilford County, North Carolina

Halifax County, North Carolina

Harnett County, North Carolina

Haywood County, North Carolina

Henderson County, North Carolina

Hertford County, North Carolina
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
McDowell County, North Carolina

Mecklenburg County, North Carolina

Mitchell County, North Carolina

Montgomery County, North Carolina

Moore County, North Carolina

Nash County, North Carolina

Update: 2021-05-31  
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
North Dakota*

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021−05−31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Crawford County, Ohio

April 01 - June 15

New Cases Reported

LANL
UGA-CEID
Columbia
JHU-UNC-Google
Facebook

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Cuyahoga County, Ohio

April 01 - June 15

New Cases Reported

JHU-APL
LNQ
FRBSF-Wilson
UGA-CEID
Columbia
UVA
PandemicCentral

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Darke County, Ohio

April 01 - June 15

New Cases Reported

JHU-APL
FRBSF-Wilson
LNQ
UGA-CEID
LANL
Columbia
PandemicCentral

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Defiance County, Ohio

April 01 - June 15

New Cases Reported

UVA
FRBSF-Wilson
LNQ
UGA-CEID
LANL
Columbia
PandemicCentral

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Delaware County, Ohio

April 01 - June 15

New Cases Reported

JHU-APL
LNQ
FRBSF-Wilson
UGA-CEID
LANL
Columbia
Facebook

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Erie County, Ohio

April 01 - June 15

New Cases Reported

JHU-APL
UGA-CEID
FRBSF-Wilson
LANL
Columbia
Facebook

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Lorain County, Ohio

Lucas County, Ohio

Madison County, Ohio

Mahoning County, Ohio

Marion County, Ohio

Medina County, Ohio

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Meigs County, Ohio

Mercer County, Ohio

Miami County, Ohio

Monroe County, Ohio

Montgomery County, Ohio

Morgan County, Ohio

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Ross County, Ohio

0 10 30 50 70
New Cases

0 10 30 50 70
New Cases per 100,000

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Sandusky County, Ohio

0 20 40 60 80
New Cases

0 20 40 60 80
New Cases per 100,000

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Scioto County, Ohio

0 20 40 60 80 100
New Cases

0 20 40 60 80 100
New Cases per 100,000

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Seneca County, Ohio

0 10 30 50 70
New Cases

0 10 30 50 70
New Cases per 100,000

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Shelby County, Ohio

0 10 30 50 70
New Cases

0 10 30 50 70
New Cases per 100,000

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Stark County, Ohio

0 100 300 500
New Cases

0 100 300 500
New Cases per 100,000

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*
**Update: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

### Blaine County, Oklahoma

**New Cases Reported**

*Ensemble* | *Individual models*
---|---
LANL | Columbia
UGA-CED | JHU-APL
Facebook | JHU-UNC-Google

**New Cases per 100,000**

0 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 20
---|---|---|---|---
0 | 50 | 100 | 150 | 200

**Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals**

**Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals**

**Reported: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

### Bryan County, Oklahoma

**New Cases Reported**

*Ensemble* | *Individual models*
---|---
LANL | Columbia
UGA-CED | JHU-APL
Facebook | JHU-UNC-Google

**New Cases per 100,000**

0 | 50 | 100
---|---|---
0 | 50 | 100

**Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals**

**Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals**

**Reported: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

### Caddo County, Oklahoma

**New Cases Reported**

*Ensemble* | *Individual models*
---|---
LANL | Columbia
UGA-CED | JHU-APL
Facebook | JHU-UNC-Google

**New Cases per 100,000**

0 | 50 | 100
---|---|---
0 | 50 | 100

**Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals**

**Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals**

**Reported: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

### Canadian County, Oklahoma

**New Cases Reported**

*Ensemble* | *Individual models*
---|---
LANL | Columbia
UGA-CED | JHU-APL
Facebook | JHU-UNC-Google

**New Cases per 100,000**

0 | 50 | 100
---|---|---
0 | 50 | 100

**Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals**

**Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals**

**Reported: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

### Carter County, Oklahoma

**New Cases Reported**

*Ensemble* | *Individual models*
---|---
LANL | Columbia
UGA-CED | JHU-APL
Facebook | JHU-UNC-Google

**New Cases per 100,000**

0 | 50 | 100
---|---|---
0 | 50 | 100

**Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals**

**Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals**

**Reported: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

### Cherokee County, Oklahoma

**New Cases Reported**

*Ensemble* | *Individual models*
---|---
LANL | Columbia
UGA-CED | JHU-APL
Facebook | JHU-UNC-Google

**New Cases per 100,000**

0 | 20 | 40
---|---|---
0 | 20 | 40

**Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals**

**Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals**

**Reported: 2021-05-31**

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Kay County, Oklahoma

Kingfisher County, Oklahoma

Kiowa County, Oklahoma

Latimer County, Oklahoma

Le Flore County, Oklahoma

Lincoln County, Oklahoma

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Grant County, Oregon

Reported: UGA-CEID
JHU-UNC-Google
FRBSF-Wilson
Facebook

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Harney County, Oregon

Reported: LANL
UGA-CEID
Columbia
PandemicCentral
JHU-APL
JHU-UNC-Google
UVA
LNQ
Facebook

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Hood River County, Oregon

Reported: PandemicCentral
LANL
UGA-CEID
Columbia
Facebook
JHU-APL
JHU-UNC-Google
FRBSF-Wilson

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Jackson County, Oregon

Reported: PandemicCentral
Columbia
UGA-CEID
JHU-APL
LNQ
Facebook
FRBSF-Wilson

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Jefferson County, Oregon

Reported: PandemicCentral
Columbia
UGA-CEID
JHU-APL
LNQ
Facebook
FRBSF-Wilson

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals


Josephine County, Oregon

Reported: PandemicCentral
Columbia
UGA-CEID
JHU-APL
LNQ
Facebook
PandemicCentral

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Yamhill County, Oregon

Pennsylvania*

Adams County, Pennsylvania

Allegheny County, Pennsylvania

Armstrong County, Pennsylvania

Beaver County, Pennsylvania

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Kent County, Rhode Island

Providence County, Rhode Island

Washington County, Rhode Island

South Carolina*

Abbeville County, South Carolina

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*
Lake County, South Dakota

Lawrence County, South Dakota

Lincoln County, South Dakota

Lyman County, South Dakota

Marshall County, South Dakota

McCook County, South Dakota

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Spink County, South Dakota

Stanley County, South Dakota

Sully County, South Dakota

Todd County, South Dakota

Tripp County, South Dakota

Turner County, South Dakota

Ensemble
Individual models
Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Report: JHU-UNC-Google
JHU-APL
UGA-CEID
PandemicCentral
Columbia
LNQ
Facebook
UVA
LANL
Union County, South Dakota

Walworth County, South Dakota

Yankton County, South Dakota

Ziebach County, South Dakota

Tennessee*

Anderson County, Tennessee

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Hamblen County, Tennessee

[Graph showing New Cases Reported]

Hamilton County, Tennessee

[Graph showing New Cases Reported]

Hancock County, Tennessee

[Graph showing New Cases Reported]

Hardeman County, Tennessee

[Graph showing New Cases Reported]

Hardin County, Tennessee

[Graph showing New Cases Reported]

Hawkins County, Tennessee

[Graph showing New Cases Reported]
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Andrews County, Texas

Angelina County, Texas

Aransas County, Texas

Archer County, Texas

Armstrong County, Texas

Atascosa County, Texas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Coryell County, Texas

Cottle County, Texas

Crane County, Texas

Crockett County, Texas

Crosby County, Texas

Culberson County, Texas
Fannin County, Texas

Fayette County, Texas

Fisher County, Texas

Floyd County, Texas

Foard County, Texas

Fort Bend County, Texas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Liberty County, Texas

New Cases Reported
- JHU-UNC-Google
- Columbia
- UGA-CEID
- FRBSF-Wilson
- JHU-APL

New Cases per 100,000
- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Limestone County, Texas

New Cases Reported
- JHU-UNC-Google
- Columbia
- UGA-CEID
- FRBSF-Wilson
- JHU-APL

New Cases per 100,000
- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Lipscomb County, Texas

New Cases Reported
- Columbia
- Facebook
- JHU-APS
- UGACED

New Cases per 100,000
- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Live Oak County, Texas

New Cases Reported
- Columbia
- PandemicCentral
- LNQ
- JHU-APS
- UGA-CEID

New Cases per 100,000
- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Llano County, Texas

New Cases Reported
- Columbia
- PandemicCentral
- LNQ

New Cases per 100,000
- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Loving County, Texas

New Cases Reported
- Columbia
- PandemicCentral
- LNQ

New Cases per 100,000
- Ensemble
- Individual models

Inner Bands: 50% Prediction Intervals
Outer Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Montgomery County, Texas

Moore County, Texas

Morris County, Texas

Motley County, Texas

Nacogdoches County, Texas

Navarro County, Texas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html

Palo Pinto County, Texas

PandemicCentral
UVA
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
JHU−APL
LNQ
UGA−CEID
Facebook

Panola County, Texas

PandemicCentral
UVA
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
JHU−APL
LNQ
UGA−CEID
Facebook

Parker County, Texas

PandemicCentral
UVA
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
JHU−APL
LNQ
UGA−CEID
Facebook

Parmer County, Texas

PandemicCentral
UVA
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
JHU−APL
LNQ
UGA−CEID
Facebook

Pecos County, Texas

PandemicCentral
UVA
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
JHU−APL
LNQ
UGA−CEID
Facebook

Polk County, Texas

PandemicCentral
UVA
Columbia
JHU−UNC−Google
LANL
JHU−APL
LNQ
UGA−CEID
Facebook

Potter County, Texas

Presidio County, Texas

Rains County, Texas

Randall County, Texas

Reagan County, Texas

Real County, Texas

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Runnels County, Texas

Rusk County, Texas

Sabine County, Texas

San Augustine County, Texas

San Jacinto County, Texas

San Patricio County, Texas

Update: 2021−05−31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*
**Weber County, Utah**

Reported: JHU-UNC-Googel, Facebook

**Vermont**

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.

**Update:** 2021-05-31 [https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html](https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html)
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Appomattox County, Virginia

[Graph showing new cases reported from Apr-01 to Jun-15.]

Arlington County, Virginia

[Graph showing new cases reported from Apr-01 to Jun-15.]

Augusta County, Virginia

[Graph showing new cases reported from Apr-01 to Jun-15.]

Bath County, Virginia

[Graph showing new cases reported from Apr-01 to Jun-15.]

Bedford County, Virginia

[Graph showing new cases reported from Apr-01 to Jun-15.]

Bland County, Virginia

[Graph showing new cases reported from Apr-01 to Jun-15.]

Campbell County, Virginia

Caroline County, Virginia

Carroll County, Virginia

Charles City County, Virginia

Charlotte County, Virginia

Charlottesville County, Virginia

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Halifax County, Virginia

Hampton County, Virginia

Hanover County, Virginia

Harrisonburg County, Virginia

Henrico County, Virginia

Henry County, Virginia

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
King William County, Virginia

Lancaster County, Virginia

Lee County, Virginia

Lexington County, Virginia

Loudoun County, Virginia

Louisa County, Virginia

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
**Wahkiakum County, Washington**

**Walla Walla County, Washington**

**Whatcom County, Washington**

**Whitman County, Washington**

**Yakima County, Washington**

**West Virginia***

*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.*

Update: 2021−05−31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html

Greenbrier County, West Virginia

Hampshire County, West Virginia

Hancock County, West Virginia

Hardy County, West Virginia

Harrison County, West Virginia

Jackson County, West Virginia
*New weekly cases may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer cases will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Green County, Wisconsin

Green Lake County, Wisconsin

Iowa County, Wisconsin

Iron County, Wisconsin

Jackson County, Wisconsin

Jefferson County, Wisconsin

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Juneau County, Wisconsin

Kenosha County, Wisconsin

Kewaunee County, Wisconsin

La Crosse County, Wisconsin

Lafayette County, Wisconsin

Langlade County, Wisconsin

Update: 2021−05−31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Sheboygan County, Wisconsin

St. Croix County, Wisconsin

Taylor County, Wisconsin

Trempealeau County, Wisconsin

Vernon County, Wisconsin

Vilas County, Wisconsin

Update: 2021−05−31 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019−ncov/cases−updates/forecasts−cases.html
Carbon County, Wyoming

Converse County, Wyoming

Crook County, Wyoming

Fremont County, Wyoming

Goshen County, Wyoming

Hot Springs County, Wyoming

Update: 2021-05-31
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html
Platte County, Wyoming

Sheridan County, Wyoming

Sublette County, Wyoming

Sweetwater County, Wyoming

Teton County, Wyoming

Uinta County, Wyoming

Update: 2021-05-31

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/forecasts-cases.html